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Abstract— Present paper explores a new 4th
bit rate LSB
audio Stegnography method that reduces embedding distortion of
the host audio. Using the proposed algorithm, Message bits are
embedded into 4th LSB layers, resulting in increased robustness
against noise addition. In addition, listening tests showed that
perceptual quality of audio is higher in the case of the
proposed method than in the standard LSB method.
Index Terms— Audio stegnography, carrier file, keyfile,
payload, transmission medium.

I. INTRODUCTION
In present scenario, Information security is the major part of
computer world and it’s a rapidly growing area in IT
sector. The concepts of secure transmission of data over
insecure channel are inspired by many ancient kings. In
the past, these people were using the various techniques
for the secure message transmission. Demaratus first used the
technique of steganography for the secure data
transmission. Steganography is the way to hide data in such
a way that an existence of message is not known.
Steganography technique was mostly used during word war
II. Concept begins with the higher bit replacement of audio
wave file called carrier file. Sample of audio wave file are
taken & 4 th layer bit is replaced with the message bit, but
the care is taken for not having too much quantization
error.
Standard method: Data hiding in the least significant bits
(LSBs) of audio samples in the time domain is one of the
simplest algorithms with very high data rate of additional
information. The LSB watermark encoder usually selects a
subset of all available host audio samples chosen by a secret
key.[1] The substitution operation on the LSBs is performed
on this subset, where the bits to be hidden substitute the
original bit values. Extraction process simply retrieves the
watermark by reading the value of these bits from the audio
stego object.
As the number of used LSBs during LSB coding increases or,
equivalently, depth of the modified LSB layer becomes larger,
probability of making the embedded message statistically
detectable increases and perceptual transparency of stego
objects is decreased. [7-9]Therefore, there is a limit for the
depth of the used LSB layer in each sample of host audio that
can be used for data hiding.
Subjective listening test shown that, in average, the maximum
LSB depth that can be used for LSB based watermarking
without causing noticeable perceptual distortion is the fourth
LSB layer when 16 bits per sample audio sequences are used.
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The tests were performed with a large collection of audio
samples and individuals with different background and
musical experience.
Proposed algorithm: developed a novel method that is able
to shift the limit for transparent data hiding in audio from the
first LSB layer to the fourth LSB layer, using a two-step
approach. In the first step, a watermark bit is embedded into
the 4th LSB layer of the host audio using a novel LSB coding
method. In the second step, the impulse noise caused by
watermark embedding is shaped in order to change its white
noise properties. The standard LSB coding method simply
replaces the original host audio bit in the 4th layer with the bit
from the watermark bit stream. In the case when the
original and watermark bit are different and ith LSB layer is
used for embedding the error caused by watermarking is 2:1
quantization steps (QS) .The embedding error is positive if the
original bit was 0 and watermark bit is 1 and vice versa.
The key idea of the proposed LSB algorithm is watermark bit
embedding that causes minimal embedding distortion of
the host audio. It is clear that, if only one of 16 bits in a sample
is fixed and equal to the watermark bit, the other bits can be
flipped in order to minimize the embedding error. For
example, if the original sample value was (0...01000)2=(8)10,
and the watermark bit is zero is to be embedded into 4th LSB
layer, instead of value (0...00000)2=(0)10, that would the
standard algorithm produce, the proposed algorithm produces
sample that has value (0...00111)2=(7)10, which is far more
closer to the original one. However, the extraction algorithm
remains the same; it simply retrieves the watermark bit by
reading the bit value from the predefined LSB layer in the
watermarked audio sample.
1. Select a carrier wave file. Payload is directly proportional
to size of carrier file.
2. Select a key file. Key file may be any file like .exe, .txt,
.pdf, .doc, .rar, .zip, .html etc. length of key file should be less
than 16% of carrier file.
3.
Hide the data in a carrier file.
4. Select a random sample of carrier file using key file data.
5. Select a file for hiding. The file may be of any type like
.bmp,.txt etc.
6. Replace the 4th bit of audio carrier file with the message bit.
7. Flipped the other bits of carrier file so as to minimize
quantization error.
8. Save the resultant wave file.
9. Read the message bit from resultant file. Too many
questions are arises that are how to select sample from carrier
file & how to replace 4th layer LSB audio bit
with the
message bit? One may think that replacing 4 th layer
bit will cause the different quantization error & the error
will depend on the sample value.
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This is true & that why the other bits of the samples a r e
flipped so as to minimize the quantization error. The below
portion of chapter explain how to minimize quantization
error.).

In table1, after inserting message bit in 4th LSB of carrier, the
quantization error is high. It can be reduced by flipping ot her
bits as shown in table2.
II. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The different experiments were conducted to prove the given
method under different circumstances. The signal to noise ratio
for the various audio sample can be calculated as

Original audio signal:44100 samples/s, 16 bits/sample, 10
seconds duration Figure (a)

ResultantSignal:Bit-replacement (Layer 4) watermarked
signal: Figure (b)
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III. CONCLUSION
It is clear that the proposed method introduces smaller error
during watermark embedding. If the 4th LSB layer is used, the
absolute error value ranges from 1 to 4 QS, while the standard
method in the same conditions causes constant absolute error
of 8 QS. The average power of introduced noise is therefore
9.31 dB smaller if the proposed LSB coding method is used.
In addition to decreasing objective quality measure, expressed
as signal to noise ratio (SNR) value, proposed method
introduces, in the second step of embedding, noise shaping in
order to increase perceptual transparency of the method.
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Detecting the hidden data: now a question comes, is it is
really possible to recover the data for intruder. Question is
yes but not a simple task. The key file used to select the
samples of original wave file contains the combination of
various characters, symbols, digits & many more. Detecting
single password may be possible for the intruder but to locate a
file contain is quite impossible for the intruder.
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